Recently Glaÿer et al. have shown that for many classes C including PSPACE and NP it holds that all of its nontrivial many-one complete languages are autoreducible. This immediately raises the question of whether all many-one complete languages are Turing self-reducible for such classes C.
Introduction
Self-reducibility [MP79, Sch76] and autoreducibility [Lad73, Amb83] are among the most frequently used central concepts in complexity theory. Intuitively, these notions refer to the situations in which the membership question about a word in a language can be answered by asking the membership question in the same language about other strings. While autoreducibility essentially permits querying about any word other than the input (within a certain resource constraint), self-reducibility permits querying only those words preceding the input with respect to some partial order (the exact denition of the partial order changes the characteristic of the self-reducibility). It is well-known that the NP-complete problem SAT possesses such a property: given a non-trivial formula ϕ as input, one can decide whether ϕ is satisable by asking whether at least one of the two formulas constructed by setting the value of the rst variable of ϕ to 0 and to 1 is satisable. This is called the disjunctive-self-reducibility of SAT. A rich theory of self-reducibility and autoreducibility has been established by studying the structure of the reductions, that is, how easier the queries should be and how powerful the underlying computation is. The theory encompasses such concepts as coherence [Yao90] , logspace-self-reducibility [Bal90] , random-self-reducibility [AFK89] , and word-decreasing self-reducibility [Bal90] .
Like SAT, many concrete complete sets are known to be self-reducible or autoreducible. In many cases, their self-reductions or autoreductions are length-decreasing, in the sense that the query strings are shorter than the input. It is easy to see that the disjunctive-self-reduction of SAT presented in the above is indeed length-decreasing. The standard complete language QBF for PSPACE has a similar self-reduction in which the membership is queried about the formulas constructed by xing the rst variable to 0 and to 1. This self-reduction is length-decreasing too.
One might then ask whether every complete problem is indeed length-decreasing self-reducible for NP and for PSPACE. This paper shows that that is unlikely to be the case. We show that for a wide variety of classes C, including PSPACE and NP, it holds that if all complete sets for C are length-decreasing self-reducible then C ⊆ P.
The above result about NP can be contrasted with the results about autoreducibility of NPcomplete languages. Formally, a language A is autoreducible if it is accepted by a polynomial-time oracle Turing machine M with A as the oracle and for no input x M queries x to the oracle. Beigel and Feigenbaum [BF92] showed that all languages complete for NP with respect to polynomial- use an even more generic notion of self-reducibility, which can be applied beyond PSPACE (all length-decreasing self-reducible sets, and all sets self-reducible with respect to the MeyerPaterson self-reducibility, are in PSPACE). One may consider our result as an argument against the use of length-decreasing self-reducibility, since we show that sets that are unlikely to be length-decreasing self-reducibility can be easily constructed.
Finally, we note here that the work presented in this paper was motivated by Problem 5.15 in the book by Bovet and Crescenzi [BC93] . The problem asks to prove that SAT is length-decreasing self-reducible and then asks whether this fact is enough for us to conclude that all NP-complete sets are length-decreasing self-reducible. This paper gives a solution to this problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give basic denitions that will be useful throughout the paper. Section 3 presents our main results along with some simple, but interesting, corollaries.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we use standard denitions of complexity theory, as in [Pap94, BC93] . Class PSPACE is the set of all languages that can be decided using polynomial amount of space. L and NL are sets of languages than can be decided using logarithmic amount of space by a deterministic and a nondeterministic Turing Machine respectively. Without the loss of generality, we assume that all languages we consider are over the alphabet Σ = {0, 1}. All polynomials we consider here have nonnegative integer coecients so for all n ≥ 0 their value is nonnegative.
We dene autoreducible sets as follows:
Denition 1 A language A is autoreducible if there exists a polynomial-time oracle Turing machine M such that
• for all inputs x, M does not query x to its oracle.
It is easy to see that SAT is autoreducible by the reduction provided in the introduction: On input formula ϕ, if ϕ is trivial, that is, it contains no variable, accept or reject according to whether ϕ is true or false; otherwise, construct two formulas, ϕ 0 and ϕ 1 , by setting the value of the rst variable of ϕ to 0 and 1, respectively, and then accept if and only if either ϕ 0 or ϕ 1 belongs to SAT.
In this reduction the queries are disjunctive and the query strings are shorter than the input, so it is actually a disjunctive length-decreasing self-reduction. Formally, we dene length-decreasing self-reductions as follows:
Denition 2 We say that a language A is length-decreasing self-reducible if there exists a polynomial-time autoreduction M such that for all x, M on input x does not query a string whose length is greater than or equal to |x|. Let f be a function from N to itself. We say that f is a padding-length function if for all n ≥ 0 f (n) > n. We say that f is polynomially bounded if there exists a polynomial p such that for all n ≥ 0 it holds that f (n) ≤ p(n). We say that f is logspace computable if the mapping 1
Denition 3 We say that a class C is closed under logspace padding if for every nontrivial (neither {0, 1} * nor emptyset) A ∈ C and for every polynomially bounded, logspace computable padding-length function f it holds that the language A dened by:
It is easy to see that classes L, NL, NP and PSPACE are all closed under logspace padding.
Denition 4 We say that a complexity class C is normal if it has complete sets (polynomial-time many-one complete sets for classes known to contain P and logspace many-one complete sets for the others) and is closed under logspace padding.
It is easy to see that all classes that have complete sets and are closed under many-one reductions are normal.
Lemma 5 Let C be a normal class. Let f be an arbitrary polynomially bounded, logspace computable padding-length function. Let A be an arbitrary C-complete set. Then A = {x10
Proof: Let C, f , and A be as in the hypothesis of the lemma. Since C is normal, A belongs to C.
To show that A is hard for C, dene g(x) = x10 |f (x)|−|x|−1 . This function g is logspace computable:
our machine simulates the machine for computing f on input x and replaces its rst |x| + 1 bits by x1. It is easy to see that g many-one reduces A to A . So, A is hard for C. This proves the lemma.
Note that if A in the lemma above is logspace C-complete then so is its padded version A .
Main Results
In this section we prove our two main results regarding length-decreasing self-reducibility and logspace length-decreasing self-reducibility.
Theorem 6 Let C be a normal class. If all C-complete languages under polynomial-time many-one reductions are length-decreasing self-reducible then C ⊆ P.
Proof: Let A be an arbitrary C-complete language under polynomial-time many-one reductions.
Let k ≥ 2 be an integer. Let f be the function from N to itself dened for all n ≥ 0 by: f (n) = the smallest integer 2 k i such that i is an integer and 2 k i > n. Dene B as follows:
Note that B is simply a padded version of A, in which the length of each member of A is inated to an integer of the form 2
The function f is clearly a padding-length function. Also, f is polynomially bounded because for all n ≥ 0 it holds that f (n) ≤ 2 + n k . Furthermore, f is logspace computable:
On input x, f (x) can be computed by successively calculating in binary 2, 2
until the value exceeds |x|. Thus, by Lemma 5, B is C-complete. Then by our assumption B is length-decreasing self-reducible.
Since B is length-decreasing self-reducible, there is a deterministic Turing machine M such that:
• M runs in polynomial time;
• L(M B ) = B;
• On input x, M queries its oracle only about strings shorter than x.
We now describe a polynomial-time algorithm for B that does not need the oracle. On input x our algorithm behaves as follows: If |x| is not of the form 2 k i , then by denition x is clearly a non-member of B, so we immediately terminate the simulation (or return from the simulation if we are dealing with a recursive call) by asserting that x ∈ B. Otherwise, we simulate M on input x replacing each oracle query by a recursive call to M . Nontrivial simulations of M take place only when the length of the input is of the form 2 k i for some integer i. Since M is length-decreasing self-reducible, we can assume that on inputs of appropriate length all oracle queries regard strings of length at most |x| 1 k . We also modify M to use a look-up table to decide strings of length at most 2.
Now we are ready to prove that our algorithm runs in polynomial time. Let p be a polynomial such that for all x, the running time of M on input x is p(|x|) assuming that the cost of each oracle query is 1. Note that all polynomials we are concerned with have nonnegative coecients, so p is strictly increasing and for all nonnegative n it holds that p(n) > 1. What is the time complexity of our algorithm? In the recursion tree, there are at most log log n levels because strings of length at most n 1 k log log n are of length at most 2, and we have a look-up table to decide whether we accept them or not. For each level i ≥ 0 of the recursion tree, let P i be the number of computational steps other than processing of recursive calls required to simulate all the level-i simulations. It holds that:
and so on. This is because at the 0-th level we just have one call to M with input of length n. At this level M can make at most p(n) oracle queries, each of length at most n 1 k , thus at the rst level we need to execute at most p(n) · p(n 1 k ) basic steps. The same analysis applies to P 2 , P 3 , and so on, up to P log log n .
Let us now estimate the value of P j for some arbitrary j. We can assume without the loss of generality that p(n) ≤ n d for some nonnegative integer d. It holds that:
Note that the nal result does not depend on j so the time complexity of the whole algorithm is bounded by:
where h is some nonnegative integer such that h ≥ dk k−1 +1. Thus, we have shown that B is decidable in polynomial time. Since B is complete for C, it holds that all languages in C are decidable in polynomial time. This proves the theorem.
For all C's other than some pathological cases (C = {∅} or C = {Σ }) we have, by the above theorem, that if C is closed under many-one reductions and all C-complete sets are length-decreasing selfreducible (and C has at least one complete set) then C = P. Thus, we have the following corollaries:
Corollary 7 If all NP-complete languages are length-decreasing self-reducible, then P = NP.
Corollary 8 If all PSPACE-complete languages are length-decreasing self-reducible then P =
PSPACE.
A similar theorem holds for length-decreasing self-reducibility in logarithmic space.
Theorem 9 Let C be a normal complexity class. If C has complete languages with respect to logspace many-one reduction and all its complete languages are logspace length-decreasing self reducible then
Proof: The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 6. The only dierence is that now we need to make sure that we do not use more than a logarithmic amount of space for our recursive calls.
Let A, k, f , B, and M be as dened in the proof of Theorem 6 with the exception that A is logspace many-one complete for C, and that M is an oracle Turing Machine witnessing that A is logspace length-decreasing self-reducible. We need to implement the following space-preserving strategy. We cannot generate the input for the recursive calls on the tape because that would use more than a logarithmic amount of space. Instead, after each recursive call that completed, we store the contents of the tape and the position of the head (replacing the previously stored one) and run the machinewithout writing out the next query stringuntil nally a subsequent query is to be asked (recursive call is to be performed). Then, in that recursive call we only pass the stored tape so that the recursive call can recreate any of the bits of its input string on demand (using an at most log n bit counter).
By denition of logspace length-decreasing self-reducibility, excluding the recursive calls, our machine uses at most logarithmic amount of space. Thus, if the input string has length n then for the recursive calls at the rst level we only need at most c log n bits, where c is some constant.
Consequently, the total amount of space that we need to handle each branch of recursion is: log log n i=0 c log n
log n.
Since we handle recursion branches one at a time, this means that our algorithm requires at most logarithmic space. As B is C-complete (with respect to logspace many-one reductions) it holds that all languages in C can be decided in logarithmic space.
The above theorem yields the following corollary.
Corollary 10 If all NL sets complete with respect to logspace many-one reductions are logspace length-decreasing self-reducible then L = NL.
By the Time and Space Hierarchy Theorems, it holds that
• L = PSPACE and
• P = EXP.
Now by Theorems 6 and 9, it holds that there is a PSPACE-complete language that is not logspace length-decreasing self-reducible, and that there exists an EXP-complete language that is not lengthdecreasing self-reducible.
We conclude the paper by noting that it follows from Theorem 6 that if P = PSPACE then there are PSPACE-complete sets that are not length-decreasing self-reducible. However, it was proved by by Beigel and Feigenbaum [BF92] (see also the work of Glaÿer et al. [GOP + 05] ) that all PSPACEcomplete languages are autoreducible. Thus, if P = PSPACE then the notions of length-decreasing self-reducibility and autoreducibility are dierent.
